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Abstract 
Celebrities have always been a high-income group in China. In recent years, with the 
strengthening of the state's control over celebrities, the group of celebrities has been 
improved, but the new industry bred under the economic development - anchors has 
been neglected. Whether it is a celebrity or an anchor, tax evasion is a violation of 
national laws. On the basis of defining the concept of tax evasion and tax evasion, this 
paper analyzes the harm of anchor tax evasion and tax evasion, explores the reasons for 
anchor tax evasion and tax evasion, and proposes preventive countermeasures for 
anchor tax evasion and tax evasion, in order to clear the source and let public figures 
play a leading role in society. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, there has been a spate of tax evasion, ranging from personal income tax to 
corporate tax. Just two years after an actress was fined for tax evasion, another streamer evaded 
more than 600 million yuan in 2021 and was fined another 1.341 billion yuan. The Internet is 
constantly changing people's lives. In the past two years, live network anchor has become 
popular and attracted a lot of attention. Due to the rapid development of the live broadcasting 
industry, many network anchors have achieved great success in popularity and wealth 
accumulation. The income of anchors has become a social focus, and the tax evasion of anchors 
has become a key concern of the state. 

2. The Concept of Tax Evasion 

Intentional or unintentional underpayment or omission of tax by taxpayers. Specifically, 
taxpayers intentionally violate tax laws and regulations, the use of deception, concealment and 
other means to evade tax behavior is called tax evasion, also known as tax evasion; Taxpayer is 
not intentional and the omission of payment or less payment of tax behavior is tax evasion. 
They have different properties. Tax evasion is a direct violation of the tax law, serious cases 
constitute tax evasion. Tax evasion is belongs to taxpayers do not understand, unfamiliar with 
the provisions of the tax law and financial system, or due to work mistakes and omission of 
taxable items, less taxable amount of behavior. 

3. The Harm of Network Anchors' Tax Evasion 

3.1. Erosion of National Revenue 
From a legal point of view, taxation is a kind of fiscal revenue that the state compulsorily collects 
in accordance with the standards stipulated by law. The essence of state taxation is to meet 
social and public needs, regulate the economy, and benefit the common people. Therefore, any 
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tax evasion and tax evasion will directly lead to the reduction of national tax revenue and the 
loss of the amount that should be turned over to the national treasury, thereby greatly affecting 
the country's economic regulation, and also harming the quality of life of the people and 
harming the interests of the public. 
The amount of tax evaded by an anchor in 2021 was converted into medical equipment, which 
is surprising. Therefore, tax evasion indirectly affects citizens' access to public services such as 
education, health and medical treatment. Anchor is a new industry that follows the 
development of the current economic situation, which is also known as the current hot word 
"anchor sister". Advancing with The Times is a good thing, and it is also the fresh blood needed 
by our society, but no matter what industry must survive under the Chinese system. Although 
it is a new job, the income is not negligible. Compared with salaried workers, the higher the 
income, the higher the tax, which directly affects their economic income. Therefore, some 
people take advantage of legal loopholes through a variety of hands to cover up illegal purposes 
in order to evade taxes, so as to avoid the company or individual should pay the income tax, this 
illegal behavior directly erodes the national financial tax revenue. 

3.2. Leading to Tax Injustice 
Tax has three characteristics : mandatory, free and fixed. In front of the tax law, everyone is 
equal, and the middle and low-income working class pays monthly in accordance with the law. 
As a high-income public figure, tax evasion is common, which violates the tax law order and 
leads to tax injustice.  
According to the data collected from the official website of the General Administration of 
Taxation, with the deepening of China ' s tax reform, the proportion of personal income tax in 
the total tax revenue is increasing. In 1994, China ' s personal income tax was only 72.7 billion 
yuan, while in 2009, the personal income tax was 394.927 billion yuan, an increase of 54 times. 
Research shows that the main source of personal income tax is wage and salary income, rather 
than wage is high-income groups due to tax system defects are difficult to be strictly monitored 
by the tax bureau, so they can boldly tax evasion, tax evasion. Compared with those working 
class who are diligent, they are honest tax sharing, this phenomenon will inevitably lead to 
serious unfair tax burden. 
The purpose of individual tax is to adjust income distribution and achieve common prosperity. 
The significance is to pay more, pay less and have to pay more. Ordinary people take low-
income wages and pay them regularly according to law. Public figures such as anchor stars take 
sky-priced income but take advantage of their own advantages to drill holes. They use illegal 
means to steal taxes and evade taxes, which not only cannot play the role of individual tax in 
regulating income distribution, but also is a manifestation of unfair tax burden. Especially in 
the case of progressive tax rate in our country, it is a serious impact on the realization of tax as 
a social redistribution adjustment tool. 

3.3. Damaging to Tax Virtue 
Paying taxes in accordance with the law is the obligation of every citizen and a symbol of 
modern civilization. From the perspective of morality, paying taxes according to law is the 
foundation of every citizen's honesty and integrity, and it is the proof of a good reputation in a 
civil society. "Take it from the people and use it for the people" is the essence of taxation, "the 
country is a fence and taxation is a pile, and when the fence is removed, the light is scattered", 
collecting taxes for the people and collecting money for the country. It can be seen that tax 
payment is not only the obligation of every citizen and legal person, but also active tax payment 
and legal tax payment are also important symbols of personal reputation, and tax payment is 
the foundation of social reputation building. 
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Although anchors do not have as much social effect as movie stars, they are also public figures. 
Their words and deeds have attracted social attention and are imitated by citizens. They have 
a strong exemplary role and certain social effects. The supervision of reasonable laws and 
regulations is the guarantee of a good taxation and taxation relationship, so the social 
atmosphere of honest taxation is the foundation of a good taxation and taxation relationship. 
As long as the tax is not paid on time, whether it is intentional or unintentional, the label of tax 
evasion, tax evasion or tax evasion is not only a personal behavior, but also endangers social 
reputation and is not conducive to the establishment of a "honorable tax payment" in the public 
environment. fashion. 

4. Countermeasures Against Tax Evasion 

4.1. To Improving Tax Awareness and Creating a Favorable Tax Environment 
Education and publicity of tax law should be carried out on citizens to enhance their awareness 
of tax payment. The state should use all available forces to increase publicity, not only for 
citizens, but also for the whole society, so as to form a good tax environment for consciously 
paying taxes in accordance with the law. 
First of all, propaganda should be targeted. The publicity of tax law should be based on the 
improvement of tax consciousness, aiming at the different psychology of different types of 
taxpayers, combined with the positive image of paying tax according to law and the cases of 
illegal tax evasion and punishment by law, to carry out publicity and education. Tax law 
publicity should make full use of various media channels, such as network, radio and so on. 
Secondly, to improve tax awareness to start from childhood, in our country from primary school 
to university for more than ten years of education, about the tax law education and publicity 
content accounted for a small proportion, we must start from primary school, with a certain 
period of time, positive exposition of the function and role of tax, clarify that China's current tax 
and the old Chinese tax has an essential difference, Since childhood, I have formed the tax 
consciousness that "taxpayers are responsible according to law and take the initiative to pay 
taxes is the most glorious". 
Finally, the government should make clear the rewards and punishments, reward model 
taxpayers and punish illegal taxpayers, set up the most glorious example of conscious tax 
payment and the most shameful negative textbook of tax evasion around citizens, so that 
conscious tax payment is not only an economic behavior, but also a cultural and moral concept.  

4.2. To Improve Tax Law System and Strengthening Tax Supervision and 
Punishment 

Perfect tax law system is indispensable for a good tax environment. Therefore, strengthening 
tax collection and administration should be regarded as the basic work to govern tax evasion. 
At present, China's tax law regulations are constantly improving, but there are still many details 
need to be further improved. 
"With the economic development of various countries, the complexity of tax system and the 
increase of tax types, it is an ideal choice to regulate tax crimes under various tax management 
laws and regulations". In foreign countries, it is not difficult to find that the relevant tax laws 
are strict and harsh. The National Tax Service (NTS) imposes an additional tax of 20 percent on 
taxpayers who fail to file tax returns, and conducts a comprehensive investigation on taxpayers 
who fail to file tax returns. If tax evasion is detected, they will be fined heavily and sentenced to 
up to three years in prison. Similarly, in most European countries, "France for serious tax 
evasion, adopt a combination of 'tax punishment' and 'criminal punishment', that is, to pay 
overdue taxes and pay 0.75% of the 'late tax interest', but also according to the seriousness of 
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the case to pay a fine of 5% to 80%, if there is a serious violation of the tax law, May be imposed 
by the judiciary with a term of imprisonment of up to 10 years and a large fine ". 
At present, China has not imposed heavy penalties for tax evasion and other illegal acts, 
resulting in low cost of illegal crime. More and more tax evaders report to take chances to drill 
legal loopholes, which is an important reason for the repeated prohibition of tax evasion. 
Therefore, we should increase the penalties for illegal and criminal acts, clarify the penalties for 
tax evasion, tax evasion and tax evasion of taxpayers, and strictly enforce the law without mercy. 
Increase the opportunity cost of tax evasion, thereby reducing the occurrence of tax evasion. 
The tax authorities should clarify the mandatory principle of taxation and strive to eliminate 
various obstacles and resistances that interfere with law enforcement. Banks, customs, 
industry and commerce departments are obliged to cooperate with tax law enforcement. For 
taxpayers in accordance with the law to safeguard their legitimate rights and interests, illegal 
tax evaders must be enforced. 

4.3. To Strengthening Social Supervision and Establishing Credit Mechanism 
When the state and the government supervise and control tax evasion and tax evasion, the 
advantages of social supervision should also be brought into full play. Establish a reward and 
punishment mechanism for reporting, reward those who report meritorious deeds, and impose 
heavy penalties on tax evaders, so that tax evaders and tax evaders have nowhere to run and 
nothing to do. Due to the tradition of "being wise and protecting oneself" in our country, and 
the mentality of "it's none of our business to hang on high", there are various neutral positions. 
When Cui Yongyuan exposed tax evasion, it once triggered a strong social repercussions. On the 
one hand, the masses reported illegal acts to crack down on illegal tax evasion; on the other 
hand, it also provided a model example for the masses to "how to be a good supervisor". 
Strengthen social supervision while establishing a tax credit mechanism, and cooperate with 
banks, Alipay and other platforms to strengthen bank tax interactive. Similar to bank loans, tax 
payment according to law is combined with personal credit investigation, and evasion of tax 
evasion is written into personal credit investigation illegal records, so as to promote everyone 
to pay tax according to law, put an end to tax evasion, establish a good credit mechanism, so 
that tax evaders are in the situation of "rats crossing the street, everyone shouts". 

5. Conclusion 

It is the duty of every citizen to pay taxes according to law, and it is also a symbol of modern 
civilization. In view of the phenomenon of tax evasion by anchors, this paper puts forward the 
harm of tax evasion and puts forward some countermeasures and suggestions. From a moral 
standpoint, paying taxes in accordance with the law is the basis for every citizen to be an honest 
person and the proof of a civil society's good reputation. "From the people, for the people" is 
the essence of tax, tax is not only every citizen and legal person should do the obligation, and 
actively pay tax, legal tax is also an important symbol of personal credibility, tax is the 
foundation of social credibility building. 
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